Fancy foot work
By: M. Kirk

Over the years I have observed and developed methods to minimize foot damage, which
maximizes time on the mountain.
Selecting a boot – There is no shortage of excellent boots on offer these days. In my opinion, fit is
more important than brand choice. I have a narrow heel cup and a wide forefoot and as a result,
tend to suffer from blisters on the back of my heel. Each foot and boot brand are made to
different specs and when you find a boot that doesn’t give you blisters on a two week sheep
hunt—buy two!
Break in those boots! Walk, hike, garden, fish, whatever you have to do, just wear the boot a lot
and try not to let your wife kick you out of bed for wearing those sexy Hanwags.

Leather, plastic, or a hybrid of the two – I have tried the leather and a hybrid and I prefer the
leather. I bought a pair of Salewa’s with an adjustable last. The boot is heaven to wear initially
but after a few miles starts to aggravate the skin on my big toe. This was my first foray into a non
all leather boot and I wasn’t aware of the trade offs until after my exposure. The Salewa model I
chose is more stiff and more of a technical boot than I was used to. The lower boot is leather
surrounded my a very thick and non malleable rand and this was the undoing of the boot for me.
Typical leather mountain hunting boots have a rubber last to protect the boot from cuts and
scrapes. When this typical leather boot is breaking in and forming to your feet, the rubber rand
will not restrict this process. This is not true with the more technical boot. I could never get the
forefoot of the boot to break in properly to my foot, despite many miles of trying. I even tried
various methods of heating the rand with my foot in the boot, with high hopes but the rand is just
too durable. Leather on the other hand will mold to your feet but can have a tendency to stretch
if you have chosen a not overly rigid boot. This stretching in itself can lead to blisters. I haven’t
seen plastic boots being utilized in B.C. But I understand they are employed frequently on sheep
hunts in Alaska. Ask what other hunters are happy with and do not buy a boot that is marginal on
the stiffness side.
Having a narrow heel cup has led me on a search for a boot that would fit properly. I haven’t
found the perfect boot yet but I have found one that is close. I now sheep hunt with the Cabela’s
Alaskan Hunter but I do modify the insole. I cut the heel portion of the cheap insole that comes
with most boots and place it in the boot and then I place a higher end insole on top of that. This
tightens up the heel cup for me.
Insoles - Once again, there are many great choices for insoles on the market. Your choice of an
insole can also lead to blisters or not. A popular choice has been Happy Feet but they have never
worked for me. I now use Meindel’s Perfekt insole. The Perfekt insole is cork and a man made
fiber material, allowing these insoles to fit my feet and breath as well. Insoles like boots are built
to different specs, with some thicker or thinner in the heel and forefoot area. If the top of your
toes are pressed up against boot, try and find an insole with thinner forefoot. Likewise, if you
have too much room in the forefoot, attempt to find an insole that is thicker. I have recently
purchased a pair of Lathrop and Son’s insole and look forward to training with it. So far the
reviews are great.
Socks – Synthetic or wool. I like wool and love the ergonomic merino wool sock produced by
Kuiu. I will carry three of these socks on a trip and will rotate them as they get dirty or wet with
water or sweat. I find wool breaths better for me, however wool takes longer to dry. This is a
trade off I am willing to accept. Sometimes I wear liners and other times I don’t and to be honest,
I haven’t noticed a difference in the condition of my feet either way. Once again I prefer the
natural feel of a silk liner as opposed to synthetic.
I employ a number of different techniques to reduce the formation of blisters. Foremost I try to
keep my feet cool and dry. I may carry only one pair of pants on a sheep hunt but I will have
multiple pairs of socks. When you are climbing or packing, your feet will sweat and the amount
depends on the individual, temperature, whether your boot is lined or not, and a few other
contributing factors. When I take a break to eat, rest or glass, I will endeavor to take my boots

and socks off, in order to let both of them dry out. Hot and wet feet will accelerate the formation
of blisters. In the night, and if I am in position glassing for a longer period of time, I will also
remove my insoles to let them dry out as well. When packing or hiking to a hunting area, I try to
fill up on water at most opportunities and this is also a great opportunity to reduce the
temperature of your feet. So, if your feet are hot and sweaty, take your boots off and immerse
your feet in water for a few minutes, this is not only therapeutic but also feels great. Sometimes
employing these tactics feels overly onerous because you just want to sit and catch your breath
but I assure you taking the time to look after your feet, will pay dividends in the end. Wear or
place your wet socks in your sleeping bag at night to help them dry and keep them close to your
core to help them dry faster.
I would rather grind up a mountain all day than side hill for one hour. My feet always seem to roll
in my boot and create different pressure points, which lead to hotspots and in turn eventually
blisters. The only thing I found that helps is to cinch my boots down very tight but not to the
point where you will be cutting off circulation.

Notice the left heal and the two little toes on the right foot protected by duct tape.
Mechanical prevention of blisters – Mole skin does not work for me, it just tends to peel off after
a few minutes of aggressive ascending or side hilling. The same holds true for those gel or fiber
blister patches you can purchase from the drug store. The following tactic is not for everyone but

my partner and I use it almost exclusively now. If we feel a hot spot or an overly soar spot
developing, we stop and apply duct tape directly to the skin. If a blister has already formed or
formed and burst, we will apply a bandaid or a portion of a cotton medical bandage over the
blister first, followed by the duct tape. This tactic will not only greatly reduce the chance of that
hot or soar spot forming into a blister but will also allow you to continue to hike without pain and
the fear of the blister being aggravated to the point of incapacitation.
I carry a pair of Crocs for stream crossings and also to give my feet a break from the boots, for at
least a few hours a day around camp. The Crocs weigh almost nothing and without them, crossing
a glacial stream will feel like a hammer hitting your toes after a few minutes. I can’t describe the
exquisite pain of frozen toes being jammed or banged against irregular river rocks. Carry Crocs,
you’ll thank yourself for the forethought.

Taking a break and cooling my feet off with the crocs in a stream.
OK trim those toe nails teen wolf – Sorry couldn’t help myself with an 80’s reference. In the past,
I had neglected to trim my big toe nails as much as I could and two lost toe nails were the result.
With a heavy pack and hiking down a steep mountain hour after hour, your toes will have a
tendency to get jammed into the front of your boot and damage to your nail bed can occur. Not
everyone will have this issue due to the shape of their toe.
As they say, look after your feet and they will look after you. I’ve mentioned what works for me
but I’m sure there are numerous other methods that hunters employ to mitigate for pain and
blisters.
Happy blister free trails.

